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Preface
The work described in this report was performed by the Telecommunications
Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Abstract
This report describes general conceptual requirements for standard levels of
documentation and for application of these requirements to intended usages. These
standards encourage the polic y to produce only those forms of documentation that
are needed and adequate for the purpose.
Documentation standards are defined with respect to detail and format quality.
Classes A through D range, in order, from the most definitive down to the least
definitive, and categories I thrwigh 4 range, in order, from high-quality typeset
down to handwritten material. Criteria for each of the classes and categories, as
well as suggested selection gmidelines for each are given.
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Standard Classifications of Software
Documentation
I. Introduction
In large, long-life-cycle programming systems, docu-
mentation must be provided in considerable detail;
however, for small, single-purpose or "one-shot" jobs,
hardly any detail ma y lie needed at all. In important or
widely used applications, documentation may he typeset,
with professionall y drafted artwork; in small or explora-
tory programs, hand-written text and hand-drawn sketches
may he suffic•iert.
Requirements relative to classification of detail, and
characterization of the documentation medium normally
should be settled prior to the initiation of work. Moreover,
such requirements are more easil y stated if there are well
defined, standard levels of documentation front which to
choose. The specified level then becomes the basis for
planning, directing, and controlling the documentation
effort.
This article describes general conceptual requirements
for standard levels of documentation, and for application
of these requirements to intended usages. These standards
encourage the policy to produce onl y those forms of
documentation that are needed and adequate for the
purpose.
II. Documentation Levels
Documentation can be graded into levels, based on
information content jextent of detail) and its duality of
format and medium. The level of documentation for a
specific application can therefore be defined in terms of
"classes" of detail and "categories .' format quality. This
grading can be fitted to the needs of rea_^rs and to the
available development resources.
Section III below defines four class. • of detail, ranging
from "Class A" (most definitive) to "Class D" (least
definitive). The requirements for each class are succes-
sivel y relaxed for each lower class from A to D. Section IV
then defines format-quality categories, ranging from
"Format I" (highest) to "Format 4" (lowest). Selection
guidelines for determining appropriate classes and
categories also appear in Sections III and IV.
The spectrum of documentation levels, then, defines a
lattice structure (Fig. I or a so of partial ordering
relationships according to detail class and format category
For example, a document graded Al is both ver y detailed
and beautifully puhlished; a document graded D4 contains
little detail and ma y be hand-written.
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Fig. 1. Documentation-level lattice (Class of detail is graded
A,B,C, and D; format quality as 1,2,3, and 4. The expertise
of the intended readers for each detail class is indicated for
typical specification documents)
III. Classes and Criteria for Detail in
Software Specifications
The classes defined in this section describe criteria for
the amount of detail to be provided when writing a
software specification. These classes are consistent with
NASA computer documentation guidelines ( Ref. 2) but are
styled in the manner of JPL standard practices for
engineering drawings (Refs. 3, 4).
INITIALIZE
— — — —	 SET MORE
TRUE
Costs to produce documentation rise as the level of
detail increases and also as the format ivality increases,
and such costs can be estimated with fair accuracy. The
costs of not having documentation of a given type are not
quite so easy to pin down, and depend on the intended life
cycle and on down-stream utility factors which may or
may not happen to occur. Nevertheless, the agency which
sets documentation requirements must carefully estimate
and weigh such factors if there is to be a cost-effective
documentation plan.
It will therefore be assumed, in the few guidelines given
here, that the schedule permits documenting to the
appropriate level, and that funding is available for
document generation and distribution. The guidelines
which follow are meant to help in establishing and
selecting an appropriate level for documentation relative
to other issues. The principal factors, other than cost and
schedule, in selecting a level of needed detail are the
assumed levels of skill of the intended readers, the sharing
potential of the program, its expected lifetime, its
complexity, its use frequency, and its generality of
application.
To illustrate the concept of a set of standard documen-
tation levels more definitivel y , this article will treat a
typical Software Specification Document (SSD) as a case
in point (Ref. 1). Suitable interpretations for categorizing
other types of documentation (requirements, operati(,ns,
etc.) are then not difficult to imagine.
MORE	 FALSE
, 1
TRUE
PARSE
BUILD CHART
GRAPH. IF EOF
S ET MORE FALSE
TERMINATE
---- CLEAN UP
FOR EXIT
Fig. 2. Making a flowchart complete enough for Class A
specification of control logic correctness assessment at
current level, and for immediate coding (Crossed-out boxes
are to be replaced by those connected by dashed lines.
Figure also illustrates Format 1 quality.)
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i	 I
A. Class A Specifications
Class A documentation is the most detailed; it contains
specific definitions and detailed descriptions of every
significant factor or item within the software specification,
so that the program can be understood, implemented, and
maintained bv any technically qualified personnel ( techni-
cian or equivalent) without consultation. Every descrip-
tion, function, and operation is specified in that level of
detail which permits a correctness assessment on a unit
basis and coding without functional ambiguity; no factor
of an item contained in Class A documentation is left to
the discretion of the implementor. All operations within
. 1
unstriped" flowchart symbols (not to he detailed
elsewhere in the document; Ref. 5) or similar specifica-
tions are to be covered by appropriate references to
published works, external standards or internal conven-
tions, or else are at the programming language level (see
Fig. 2).
Since the SSD is meant also to he used as a maintenance
document, a Class A specification describes all the
pertinent aspects nf the system, its operational environ-
ment, its interfaces, testing, and external data bases, as
well as the detailed program functional specification. The
level of detail permits an experienced maintenance
programmer to correct errors or implement authorized
changes without excessive expenditure of time to under-
stand the program (once trained), and without the need for
consulting with the program developers.
This class of highest detail is appropriate whenever the
intended readers/users are to be relatively unskilled
(technician level) personnel and need such detail to
perform effectively, or where there is a need to ensure
that certain particulars be interpreted in a specific way. In
some cases, such as maintenance documentation, there
may be a cost advantage in lessening requirements for
detail by employing higher levels of skilled personnel.
However, it may not always be possible to select or
predict the community of readers or users, and in such
cases, Class A detail may be appropriate.
This class is also appropriate for SSD!^ whenever a
detailed audit of the program is required or when the
document is to be used as a contractual instrument with
minimal contract coordination and review. Other indica-
tions for selecting this class are (1) a critical application,
perhaps involving personal physical risk, (2) good sharing
potential, (3) high frequency of use, (4) highl y intricate
concepts to he communicated, and (5) long or continuing
program life cycle.
B. Class B Specifications
Class B documentation requirements are the same as for
Class A. except that the requirements for item definition
detail are somewhat relaxed. Class B documentation,
however, is to be suitable for conversion to Class A quality
by the addition of further detail, without extensive effort
on the part of the supplier of that detail.
Class B specifications define every factor of the software
item being described to the extent that qualified personnel
(engineer or equivalent) using documented techniques and
approved programming practices can satisfactorily pro-
duce that item entirely from information supplied. Some
specifications for coding functions, operations, data
structures, etc., may be left to the discretion of the
implementors if these will satisfy program requirements
with respect to performance and quality without unrea-
sonable risk (see Fig. 3 for an example). Assessment of
control logic correctness must he possible on an individual
unit basis.
The level of detail required for program maintenance
also drops to that amount needed by qualified mainte-
nance personnel to correct errors or to implement
sl
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Fig. 3. Example of a Class B detail flowchart (Text within
clouds is not part of the flowchart but an explanation of
flowchart conventions. Figure also demonstrates Format 2
quality.)
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lchanges, either after a minimal consultation with the
program developers or after some reasonable review and
study to discover how a specific part of the program
works.
Class B detail applies whenever readers are assumed to
have more skill (engineer level) than that deemed
appropriate for Class A, or are otherwise likely to respond
satisfactorily to less detail. The class is also appropriate for
specifications whenever the audit requirements are for
consistency only, or when the SSD is to be used as a
contractual instrument with moderate vendor coordination
and review or with limited contractual risk.
This class applies to normal applications programs with
normal usage but with limited sharing potential, or
whenever there are perhaps no intricate concepts to he
communicated but there is expected to he a long or
continuing need for the program and its documentation.
C. Class C Specifications
Class C documentation represents an even further
relaxation of requirements for detail than does Class B.
Class C documentation may require considerable rewrit-
ing to supply detail to meet Class A or Class B standards.
S)
F'ILESOR7
Input
array size
ana array
Sort array in
ascenair4,
order
Print array
RV i RN
Fig. 4. Example of a Class C detail flowchart, corresponding
to the subprogram in Fig. 2 (Format 3 drawing quality is
used for illustration.)
Class C documentation of design detail need only extend
down to that architectural level sufficient for skilled
programmers using hierarchic, modular, structured coding
practices to produce ll program. CallOUts for
standard algorithms, operations, etc., may be used in Class
C specifications, leaving the specific methods to the
discretion of the programmer, subject to approval by the
designers, provided there is minimum increase in risk in
not satisfying program requirements with respect to
performance and quality and perhaps at a moderate
increase in debugging time or exploratory coding (see Fig.
4). However, control logic correctness must still be
determinable on an individual module basis.
Class C documentation also further reduces the
requirements for detail supplied to maintenance program-
ming. The use of Class C documentation may require
more extensive consultation with program developers, or a
broader anal ysis or major reworking of certain parts of the
program by the maintenance personnel to correct errors
or to make modifications. The minimum documentation
required is that necessary to set up the program source
deck for operation and modification: 1/0 formats, setup
instructions, and the liberal use of comments in the source
deck. (These should he independent of items already
explained in the SSD.)
The use of Class C detail in an SSD should be limited to
cases involving implementation by highly skilled personnel
within the cognizance of the project manager. It may not
he generall y acceptable or satisfactory as a contractual
instrument without close coordination and review of
contractor performance.
Class C documentation ma y also he advisable for
uncomplicated programs with anticipated low usage, no
sharing potential, and short life expectancy. Class C should
probabl y be chosen to document programs at the
architectural or feasibilit y level, when there are no formal
requirements for qualityassurance (QA) or audit.
D. Class D Specifications
Class D documentation is the minimum acceptable level
of detail advisable for an y program whose documentation
is meant to lw retained and perhaps read by others (or by
the implementors at a later time). Such documentation
should Ix- prepared onl y in cases where no upgrading of
the documentation class is anticipated, as it may be
generall y unfeasible to upgrade the classification to Class
A, B. or C without a complete redocumentation effort.
Standards for mininuun detail are at the discretion of the
preparer's supervisor.
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INPUT, SORT
AMD PR n+r
FILE
Fig. S. The FILESORT suWogram represented in Class D
detail (also Format 4)
Programs documented as Class D are generally suitable
for maintenance only by the original implementoi. A
conceptual example of a Class D flowchart box appears in
Fig. 5.
This class, of least detail, should I)e limited to summary
material, overviews, and other reports of minimal
complexity where there is a need to record capability,
work done, results, or the function of a program for
historical purposes. Class C documentation probably
applies to "one-shot" or single-use program SSDs, or to
SSDs for programs requiring under I manmonth or costing
under $1000. (These are not meant to be equivalent; see
Ref. 2.)
Class D documentation should be considered for
specification_ only in these cases where the implementor
is well informed of the function and use of the program, as
well as system, environment, And other implications. The
use of such Class D documentation should usuall y be
restricted to use by the developer onl y , and may
necessitate extensive verbal contact with other readers or
extensive time, revision, or rework (due to lack of
understanding) b y those, other than the developer, who
wish to correct errors or to make modifications
IV. Categories and Criteria for Format
Quality in Software Specifications
The categories defined in this s e ction delineate format
and publication qualit y standards for documentation
independent of detail classification. Combinations of class
and format specifications are comparable with NASA
documentation guidelines iRef. 2) but are more flexible, as
the criteria for selection are herein made separate,
independent issues.
A. Format Category 1: Formal Publication Quality
Format 1 generall y applies to the documentation of
programs which wire of sufficient general interest, wide
usage, or organizational image value to be announced and
distributed in th,; highest publication quality availahle.
Such documentation should be prepared in a formal,
rigorous manner, with in-depth technical review, meticu-
lous proofreading, full editing by professional documenta-
tion personnel, and organizational approval for release and
distribution.
In most cases, the text of such documents will be
typeset and permanentl y bound, or of comparable quality;
all artwork will normall y be of professional drafting
quality (Refs. 3,4) equivalent to inked drawings with high-
quality lettering, suitable for "texthook" illustrations.
(Figure 2 is an example of such artwork.) Aiaerations are
distributed as errata if minor, and as revisions by
reprinting and reissue if major.
Format 1, or formal publication quality, generally
applies to cases where the doc-ument will find high usage,
perhaps external to the organization, where the organiza-
tional image plays a role, where there are professional
documentation personnel services available for formatting,
editing, composing, etc., where there is a general and
widespread interest in the program, and where the
program is stable,
Format 1 documentation probabl y applies most often to
user m • inuals, announcements and summaries, and perhaps
user-group bulletins. It would rarel y Ice used for pu'ilica-
tion of an SSI), and probabl y should never be used for a
Software Requirements Docurnent (SRD) or Software
Design Document (SDDi (Ref. 1).
B. Format Category 2: External Report Quality
Format 2 requinvne •nts are the same as those for
Format 1, except that the requirements for editing and
t ypograph y are somewhat relaxed. Format 2 generally
applies to the doc•unientation of programs which are
expected to be widel y used within all but
ma y have sonic readers outside as well. Such clex•unienta-
tion should lx- prepared with adequate technical review,
good proofreading, editing sufficient to a.s.ure format
consistency and clarit y of expression, and organizational
approval for external release acid distribution.
The text of Format 2 dcx timentation should Ix • of hi3Oi
typo to ritten yuufity and suitable for photo-offset printing,
such as that obtained using a 10-point IBM E:xeculivc
Modern t y pewriter font, Illustrations and artwork should
Ix- draHn to professional ini dine drafting standards Refs.
:3.41, perhaps with t yped-in lettering (see Fig 3
Otherwise, the 0% Iv is exactl y that specified for Fon,, , I
:Alterations to the dnc •unienlation are distributed as c L,ii;c
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pages, unless the document is permanentl y hound, in
which case, changes are handled as in Format I. In any
case, the document is normall y enclosed in a protective
cover.
External Report Qualit y (Format 2) is the normal level
of publication quality for documentation which is
expected to find high usage but where professional
documentation personnel aid is limited. where the
organizational image is less sensitive, where there is less
general interest in the program, and where the program
documentation is perhaps slightly less stable than one
documented as Format 1.
Format 2 documentation probabl y applies to most of
the user manuals, announcements and summaries, and
user-group bulletins printed for use within an organization
or externall y oil interim basis. Use of Format 2 for an
SSD will probably be feasible only for highl y stable
programs whose artwork can be computer-drawn and
whose text is contained in, and reproduced by, a
computer.
C. Format Category 3: Internal Report Quality
Format :3 is it reduction in report qualit' from
that required for either of Formats I or 2. Format 3
documentation generall y applies to special-purpose or in-
house progruus which, after careful consideration of the
possible interests of others, appear to have insufficient
usage, sharing potential, or life expectanc y to warrant a
higher-qualit y format. Such dcxun ►entation should be
prepared with project and QA review, however. Internal
release and distribution are at the discretion of the project
manager.
The text of Format 2 documentation should be
t y pewritten, although there need not be an y requirement
placed on the h'pewriter font. Artwork rnav IK- hand-
drawn (in pencil, if reproducible) using standard templates
and typed-in lettering (see Fig. 4, for example). 'There is
no relaxation oil style of narratives or illustrations,
however, from Formats I and 2. Any reproduction
medium and binding suitable to the limited distribution
are permissible. Covers are arbitr► rv.
Alterations to Format :3 documentation ire handled by
distributing change pages.
The normal working level of documentation within an
organization is Formal :3. It is generalb used when the
numbers of users of the des umentation are limited but
where there is a need for continued use• or a permanent
record of the recorded items. The documentation is
usuall y prepared within the implementing organization,
without the aid of professional d(wurnentation personnel,
and where there are limited funds or facilities for drafting
and other artwork. The format, being less restricted, call
also accommodate it somewhat less stable programming
environment.
Format 3 d(wurnentation is applicable to the working-
level SSI), SUN), and SRU, as well as low-use documents
designed for progrun maintenance and operations.
D. Format Category 4: Minimal Report Quality
Format 4 is the lowest qualit y of d(wurnentation, and
the least restricted. Format 4 probably applies most often
to single-use programs, or "one-shot" jobs, of minimal
complexit y but for which there exists a requirement to
report or record the t ype of work being produced or the
results of a given effort for historical purposes. Review,
QA, and distribution are at the discretion of the
developer(s).
Format 4 (im-urnentation nra y IK- freehand (Fig. 5) or
ma y deviate from st y le requirements and standard
practices to whatever extent practices. at the discretion of
the preparer's supen • isor. Format 4 documentation need
meet onl y the minimum requirements necessary for
storage and retrieval in the Software Uevelopment
I.ihrary, if such facd ► ts is used. (It is usuall y desirable to
keep on file for some period of time the documentation
which results from program development, such as a
programs abstract, the project notebook, it source
listing, test cases, run examples, etc.)
Alteration methods are at the discretion of the preparer
or his supervisor.
Format 4 is suitable for explorator y or hx)k-ahead
efforts, where there is little distribution potential, or for
programs requiring less than I mannronth of effort or
costing under $I(NN). (These are not meant to he
equivalent, %ee Ref. 2.) Because of the informalit y of the
qualih restrictions, however. Format 4 dexunuentation can
prohahl y it( - onunodate, lx-tter than other formats, the
d y namic needs for documenting any unstable elements in
the system.
fit projects leading to operational programs,
Forman I (Im-unit•ntation is generdls not suitable for anv
forums of l uogr,un d(wunientation, except perhaps project
bulletins, status reports, memos, etc.
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V. Conclusions
Adequate • documentation of (•-)mputer programs is
clearly ll elenu • nl of efficient and economical
use of computer systems. Good documentation presents
waste and unnecessar y costs ill 	 wa y%—by makiOg
program modific • alions feasible, by lilaking; rede%igns
easier, by making; internal controls work better, by
facilitating; the work of auditors, and ill host of other
ways. all equivalent to making; programs usable by others.
Lack of needed docunu • ntatica and low-qualit y dcxu
rnentation are Problem% ill engineering; which in
large part can lx • remedied by %chin}{ g;ocxl standards and
then seeing; to it tha; work necessary for deA•umenlalion is
1wi-formed according; to those standards. This report
contribute • % to the- solution of such problems ic y outlining;
standard levels of documentation by content and formal,
and }riving; t'pical criteria for c • hmsing among; thex
c•	
-
dounientltaon levels.
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